Product Overview:
International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text

International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text is a scholarly index dating back to 1902, which provides access to over 255 primarily academic titles from North America, Africa and the Caribbean with over 95 full text current journals.

International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text

The International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text is the only comprehensive current and retrospective index with full text to scholarly and other important periodical literature in Black Studies. International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text covers a wide array of humanities-related disciplines including art, cultural criticism, economics, education, health, history, language, literature, law, philosophy, politics, religion, and sociology. Analyses of African-American literature; reviews of calypso music; features on civil rights, education policy, and politics in a range of African nations are just a few topics that researchers can explore. Coverage is international in scope and multidisciplinary, spanning cultural, economic, historical, religious, social, and political issues of vital importance to the Black Studies discipline.

- Bibliographic citations from over 255 scholarly and popular journals, newspapers and newsletters published in the United States, Africa, and the Caribbean.
- Access to full text from a wide range of over 95 journals on diverse issues in Black Studies helps students write research papers and supplement classroom discussions.
- The international scope and multidisciplinary focus make it a unique resource with a user-friendly interface and the advantage of monthly updates - a one-stop tool for research!
- Contains over 250,000 citations, providing over 90 years of coverage of scholarly and popular journals, newspapers and magazines.
- Provides thesaurus-controlled subject access to current and retrospective articles from international and multidisciplinary serials.
- Coverage includes Africa, the Caribbean, the UK, Canada and the United States.
- Provides uniform access to information that is often difficult to locate. Many current serials, particularly the highly specialized scholarly journals, are unsupported by major discipline-specific indexes with controlled subject indexing.
- Researchers retrieve bibliographic citations and abstracts with ease.

Indexing for International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text

Indexing for the International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text enables:

- Precise retrieval of information from eleven combinable fields: All Keywords, Title Keyword, Author, Subject Categories*, Subject Terms*, Document Type, Publication, Language, Country of Publication, Publication Date, ISSN and IIBP Number
- Adjacency/proximity searching, truncation and Boolean searching both within and across fields
- Browsing of full-text journals by table of contents of each issue
- Limiting of search results to records with full text only
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Administration / Setup

Click on the More Information tab in the International Index to Black Periodicals Full Text to access Usage Statistics.

Where to find help

Search our Support Center:
http://www.proquest.com/support

To access product help and training documentation:
http://www.proquest.com/go/training
http://www.proquest.co.uk/go/training

By phone
In North America: 800-889-3358
Outside North America: 0880 220 710 (UK only)
+44 1223 271 496 (Outside of UK)